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Abstract
We introduce operators that reect semantic distance between relational specications. These
operators capture the amount of functionality that distinguishes between two specications (i.e.,
functional features that appear in one specication but not the other). Applications of seman-
tic distance abound in software engineering, most notably in software reuse. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction: measures of distance
We introduce operators that reect semantic distance (also called functional dis-
tance) between relational specications. This distance corresponds to the amount of
functionality that distinguishes between two specications (i.e., functional features that
appear in one specication but not the other). Intuitively, we can characterize semantic
distance as a reection of how much two specications act alike.
Applications of this distance abound in software engineering, most notably in soft-
ware reuse. Hence, e.g., when we consider a requirements specication and search a
component library for a component to satisfy the given requirements, we are in eect
trying to minimize a measure of functional distance between the query and library
components [2, 8, 14, 20, 22, 24, 27].
Traditionally, a distance on a set S is a function from S  S to the set of non-
negative real numbers. We wish to depart from this narrow denition, on the premise
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that there are situations where not only is it impossible to meaningfully associate a real
number to a pair of elements of S, it is actually counter-intuitive, because no single
scalar captures our intuitive idea of distance. Functional distance is an example of such
a situation: given two specications R and R0, we wish to represent their distance by
the specication that carries all the information of R that R0 does not have, as well as
all the information of R0 that R does not have. Hence we generalize our denition of
distance to be a function from S  S to T , where T is some ordered set. Ultimately, a
denition is useful only to the extent that it gives meaning to the notion of closeness:
Given specications R; R0 and R00, we say that R0 is closer to R than R00 if the distance
between R and R0 is smaller (by the ordering dened on T ) than the distance between
R and R00. In the case of functional distance, we let T be S, and let the distance be
dened by a function from S  S to S; the ordering we dene on S (as T , the range
of the distance function) is the renement ordering. The renement ordering, whose
intuitive interpretation is that one specication carries more requirements information
than another, is a partial ordering, hence the closeness property is also partial: There
are cases when, given specications R; R0 and R00, we could not say that R0 is closer
to R than R00, nor could we say that R00 is closer to R than R0.
2. Relational specications
Formal specications have been recognized as an important feature of any organized
approach to component storage and retrieval for the purpose of reuse
[17, 23, 25, 26, 29, 31, 33, 35, 36]. Implicit in most of the retrieval methods of software
components is the idea that the retrieval algorithm attempts to identify those compo-
nents of the library that minimize some measure of distance to the user query. Before
we discuss how to dene a distance between specications, we must rst discuss how
to represent specications in the rst place.
We represent a specication by a set S and a relation R on S. Whenever the set S is
implicit from the context of our discussions, we let the specication be represented by
the relation alone. Given a specication dened by (S; R), where R is a relation on S,
we interpret S as the set of states that the specication deals with and we interpret R
as the set of pairs of states (initial state, nal state) that the specier considers correct.
The universal relation on space S is the relation denoted by L and dened by
L= S  S. The identity relation on space S is the relation denoted by I and dened by
I = f(s; s0) j s0= sg. The product of two relations R and R0 on space S is the relation
denoted by R  R0 and dened by
R  R0= f(s; s0) j 9t: (s; t)2R ^ (t; s0)2R0g:
Whenever this raises no ambiguities, we denote the product R  R0 by RR0.
The inverse of relation R is the relation denoted by bR and dened by
bR= f(s; s0) j (s0; s)2Rg:
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Whenever we must represent the inverse of a complex relational expression, we may
write (E)b rather than (bE). The complement of relation R is the relation denoted by
R and dened by
R=f(s; s0) j (s; s0) 62 Rg:
We are interested in dening an ordering among specications which reects the
strength of their requirements.
Denition 1. Relation R is said to be rened by relation R0 (abbrev. R v R0) if and
only if
RLR0L ^ RL \ R0R:
We also say that R0 renes R, or that it is a renement of R. This denition is
equivalent to the following characterization:
RL\R0L\ (R[R0)=R0:
Note that RL is the product of R by the universal relation L; it can be written as
RL= f(s; s0) j s2dom(R)g. We admit without proof that the renement relation is re-
exive, antisymmetric and transitive; hence it is a partial ordering.
Example. We illustrate this denition by means of some simple examples on space
S = real.
(i) We consider the following specications:
R0 = f(s; s0) j s− 16s06s+ 1g;
R1 = f(s; s0) j s− 26s06s+ 2g:
It is natural to consider that R0 is a stronger specication than R1, because it imposes
a stronger requirement on output values (s0). Denition 1 does provide that R0 renes
R1, since we nd R0L=R1L and R1L \ R0 =R0R1.
(ii) We consider the following specications:
R0 = f(s; s0) j s− 16s06s+ 1g;
R1 = f(s; s0) j s>0 ^ s− 16s06s+ 1g:
It is natural to consider that R0 is a stronger specication than R1, because it deals
with a larger set of inputs. Denition 1 does provide that R0 renes R1, since we nd
R0LR1L and R1L \ R0 = R1R1.
(iii) We consider the following specications:
R0 = f(s; s0) j s− 16s06s+ 1g;
R1 = f(s; s0) j s>0 ^ s− 26s06s+ 2g:
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It is natural to consider that R0 is a stronger specication because it deals with more
inputs, and imposes a stricter condition on outputs. Denition 1 does provide that R0
renes R1, since we nd R0LR1L and R1L \ R0R1.
(iv) We consider the following specications:
R0 = f(s; s0) j s>0 ^ s− 16s06s+ 1g;
R1 = f(s; s0) j s− 26s06s+ 2g:
Neither R0 nor R1 can be interpreted as being stronger than the other. Using
Denition 1, we can check that neither R0 v R1 nor R1 v R0 holds.
Given that the renement ordering is a partial ordering relation, it is interesting to
discuss whether it has lattice properties. We give the following propositions without
proof; the proofs are given in [6].
Proposition 1. Two relations R and R0 have a least upper bound if and only if the
following condition is satised: RL\ R0L = (R\ R0)L. Then; the least upper bound is
dened by
R t R0=R0L \ R [RL \ R0 [ R \ R0:
Whenever it is dened, the least upper bound (also called the join) of R and R0
represents the sum of requirements information of R and R0. The condition
RL \ R0L = (R \ R0)L
under which R and R0 admit a join is called the consistency condition; when this
condition is satised, we say that R and R0 are mutually consistent.
Proposition 2. Any two relations R and R0 have a greatest lower bound; which is
dened by
R u R0 = RL \ R0L \ (R [ R0):
The greatest lower bound (also called the meet) of R and R0 represents all (ref: great-
est) the requirements information that is carried by both R and R0. Because RuR0 v R,
all the requirements information of R u R0 is carried by R; also, because R u R0 v R0,
all the requirements information of R u R0 is carried by R0. As such R u R0 may be
thought of as the requirements information that is common to R and R0.
We consider that \ and t have higher priority than [ and u.
3. Renement dierence
In this section we wish to introduce a binary operator on relations (specications)
whose intuitive interpretation is that it reects the functional distance between these
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relations. This operator is used in the special case where the specications are ordered
by the renement relation.
Denition 2. Given two relations A and B such that A v B, we let the renement
dierence between A and B be the least rened relation X (i.e., the smallest with
respect to the renement ordering) that satises the (in) equation
A t X w B:
Note the analogy of this denition with the dierence operator in arithmetic: Given
that a6b, the dierence between a and b (i.e., b − a) is the smallest number x such
that
a+ x>b:
Equation A t X w B has a feasible solution, which is X :=B; indeed, because A v B,
the join of A and B is dened and we nd A t B=B. On the other hand, if we let
 be the set of feasible solutions to this equation, we nd that this set is nonempty
because B2 . We let M be dened as the meet of all the elements of  (which is
known to exist, by virtue of the meet-completeness of the semi-lattice of specications
[7]); by construction, M is rened by X , for any X 2 . On the other hand, M is a
feasible solution, as we show briey below:
A tM
= fdenition of Mg
A t (lX2 X )
= fthe semi-lattice [7] is distributive, A t X is dened for all
X 2 g
lX2(A t X )
w ffeasibility of X , for all X 2 g
lX2 B
= fB is a constantg
B.
This provides the existence of a unique optimal solution in X for the equation given
in Denition 2; we denote the renement dierence of A from B by
B	 A
and we consider that this operator has a higher priority than lattice operators (t;u).
An alternative characterization of the renement dierence is given by the following
formula:
8X :XL \ AL=(X \ A)L:A t X w B , X w B	 A: (1)
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The condition XL\AL=(X \A)L provides that A and X have a join: it is the condition
under which the left hand-side of the equivalence is dened. Now, we turn our attention
to deriving an explicit expression for the renement dierence operator.
Proposition 3. Given relations A and B such that A v B. We have
B	 A=B \AL [ (A \B)L \ (B [A):
Proof. Let M =B	 A be the renement dierence of A from B. We have,
A tM w B
, fexistence of join, denition of w, domain of a joing
AL \ML(A \M)L
^ BLAL [ML
^ (A \ML [ A \M [AL \M) \ BLB
, fX Y [ Z , X \Y Zg
AL \ML(A \M)L
^ AL \ BLML
^ A \B \ BLML
^ M \ (A [AL) \ BLB.
, fgrouping lower bounds of ML and
X Y [ Z , X \Y Zg
AL \ML(A \M)L
^ AL \ BL [ A \B \ BLML
^ M A \ AL [ B [BL
, fQRL, QLRL and (P \ QL)R = PR \ QLg
AL \ML(A \M)L
^ AL \ BL [ (A \B)L \ BLML
^ M A \ AL [ B [BL.
The second conjunct above gives a lower bound for the domain of M ; in order to be
v-minimal (i.e., least rened), relation M must have a -minimal (i.e., smallest, with
respect to inclusion) domain, hence we take
ML =AL \ BL [ (A \B)L \ BL:
On this domain, relation M must assign as many images as possible in order to be
v-minimal. The third conjunct provides an upper bound for M . The v-minimal (least
dened) value of M is obtained by taking the -upper bound given in the third conjunct
and deriving its prerestriction to the domain given in the second conjunct. This yields
M = (A \ AL [ B [ BL) \ (AL \ BL [ (A \B)L \ BL):
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After simplication, we nd
M =AL \ B [ A \ (A \B)L \ BL [ (A \B)L \ B:
Because A is rened by B; ALBL, hence (A \B)LBL, whence (A \B)L \ BL =
(A\B)L. Using this result and factoring the term (A\B)L in the last two terms of the
expression of M , we nd
M =AL \ B [ (A \B)L \ (B [ A):
Last, we check that this expression of M satises the consistency condition with A,
which ensures that A tM is dened. To this eect, we start by proving a lemma to
the eect that under the condition that A is rened by B, we have AL(A \ B)L.
A v B
, fdenition of renement orderingg
ALBL ^ B \ ALA
, ftaking the intersection on both sidesg
ALBL ^ B \ ALA \ B
) fmultiplying by L on both sidesg
ALBL ^ (B \ AL)L (A \ B)L
, f(P \ QL)R=PR \ QLg
ALBL ^ BL \ AL(A \ B)L
, fbecause ALBL, BL \ AL=ALg
ALBL ^ AL(A \ B)L.
Using this lemma, we now proceed with proving that A and M do have a join.
AL \ML(A \M)L
, fdevelopments aboveg
(A \ B)L \ BL(A \ B \ (A \ B)L)L
, fALBL and (P \ QL)R=PR \ QLg
(A \ B)L(A \ B)L \ (A \ B)L
, fPQ \ P , PQg
(A \ B)L(A \ B)L
, ftaking the union with (A \ B)L on both sidesg
(A \ B [ A \ B)L(A \ B)L
, fsimplicationg
AL(A \ B)L
which is clearly valid, by virtue of the lemma above.
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The following proposition provides three results to the eect that the operator of
renement dierence does behave like a traditional dierence operator (x − x=0; x −
y=0) x=y; x − 0= x).
Proposition 4. The renement dierence satises the following identities:
(i) For any relation A; A	 A= ;.
(ii) Given A and B such that A v B. If B	 A= ; then A=B.
(iii) Given an arbitrary relation A; the renement dierence A 	 ; is dened and is
equal to A.
Proof.
(i) By denition, A	A is the least-rened X such that AtX wA. Given that X := ;
is a solution in X , and given that it is minimal (universal lower bound), we nd
A	 A= ;.
(ii) By denition, B	 A satises the equation:
A t (B	 A)wB:
By hypothesis, (B	A)= ;; substituting in the above equation, we nd At;wB.
Because ;vA, we nd At;=A, whence AwB; in conjunction with the hypoth-
esis BwA, we infer A=B.
(iii) Because ; is the universal lower bound, it is rened by A; hence the renement
dierence A	 ; is dened. We compute it from the denition:
A	 ;
= fsubstitutiong
A \ L [ (; \ A)L \ (A [ L)
= fsimplicationg
A.
We consider Fig. 1, where A is drawn in the rst column, B is drawn in the second
column, and M is drawn in the third column. Because A is rened by B, the domain
of B is larger than the domain of A and the restriction of B to the domain of A is a
subset of A. Whenever B is dened and A is not (ref: input x), relation M must behave
like B; this justies the component (B\AL), which represents all the pairs (s; s0) of B
such that s is not in the domain of A. On the domain of A (ref: set fy; zg in Fig. 1),
two cases may occur: either A and B behave alike (ref: state y), in which case M has
no information to add to A to obtain B, and is not dened for those states (because M
must be minimal, it is not dened on any state unless it has to); or the images assigned
by B are a proper subset of those assigned by A (ref: state z), in which case relation
M must include the pairs of B (ref: (z; 6)) as well as (for the sake of minimality)
all the pairs that do not belong to A (we include no pairs of A so that the join of
A and M yields only the pair of B, and we include all the other pairs for the sake
of minimality). The relation that takes the prescribed values is (B [ A ). We can tell
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Fig. 1. Representation of renement dierence.
whether M must be dened (ref: case of state z) or must not (ref: case of state y) by
taking the restriction of B[A to (A\B)L: this restriction excludes from consideration
domain elements for which A and B assign the same images. In summary, the rst row
of Fig. 1 represents the rst term of the expression of B	A, which is B\AL; the third
row represents the second term of the expression, which is (A\ B)L\ (B[ A ); as for
the second row, it illustrates the fact that when A and B coincide, both the rst term
(because B \AL= ;) and the second term (because (A \ B)= ;) are empty (= ;).
In the sequel we give an example of relations A and B such that AvB, and we
compute the renement dierence B	 A.
Example. We consider the space S = real and we dene relations A and B as follows:
A= f(s; s0) j s= s02g;
B= f(s; s0) j s= s02 ^ s0>0g:
Clearly, A is rened by B, since A and B have the same domain and B is a subset
of A. We compute the renement dierence between A and B.
B	 A
= fProposition 3g
B \AL [ (A \ B)L \ (B [ A )
= fbecause AL=BLg
B \ BL [ (A \ B)L \ (B [ A )
= fbecause BBLg
(A \ B)L \ (B [ A ).
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We now compute the expression (B [ A ).
B [ A
= fsubstitutiong
f(s; s0) j (s= s02 ^ s0>0) _ s 6= s02g
= flogic simplicationg
f(s; s0) j s 6= s02 _ s0>0g.
On the other hand,
(A \ B)L
= fDeMorgan’s Lawg
(B [ A )L
= fsubstitutiong
f(s; s0) j s= s02 ^ s0<0g  L
= fdenition of productg
f(s; s0) j 9 s0: s= s02 ^ s0 < 0g
= fsimplicationg
f(s; s0) j s > 0g.
Now, we resume the derivation of the renement dierence between A and B.
B	 A
= fderivation aboveg
(A \ B)L \ (B [ A )
= fexpansions aboveg
f(s; s0) j s > 0 ^ (s 6= s02 _ s0>0)g.
Note that D= f(s; s0) j s0>0g does satisfy the equation A tDwB, but is not minimal,
since it renes the relation given above.
4. Renement distance
In the previous section we have presented an operator that reects our intuitive
understanding of functional dierence between two specications A and B in the special
case when AvB. In this section we seek to generalize our denition to cover cases
where A and B are not necessarily ordered; we call this operator renement distance.
Intuitively, we want the renement distance between relations A and B to reect the
amount of functional information that discriminates between A and B: in other words,
it must capture the functional features of A that are not in B and the functional features
of B that are not in A. Given that (A u B) represents the functional information that
appears both in A and B, the rst term can be represented by (A 	 (A u B)) and the
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second term can be represented by (B 	 (A u B)): 1 In order to combine these two
terms, we must take their join (t); as we remember from Proposition 1, the join is not
always dened. The following proposition provides a necessary and sucient condition
for the join of these terms to be dened.
Proposition 5. Given relations A and B; the terms (A 	 (A u B)) and (B 	 (A u B))
have a join if A and B have a join.
Proof. Since the join of A t B and A u B exists, we get from Eq. (1)
true , A t B t (A u B)wA , A t BwA	 (A u B):
true , A t B t (A u B)wB , A t BwB	 (A u B):
We infer that (A	 (Au B)) and (B	 (Au B)) admit an upper bound (namely At B),
hence they admit a join.
Intuitively, this proposition makes perfect sense: If A and B fail to satisfy the con-
sistency condition, it is because there are functional features of A and B that cannot be
reconciled (i.e., cannot be satised simultaneously). These features cannot possibly be
in (A u B) because (A u B) represents precisely information that is common to A and
B; they must certainly come from (A	 (AuB)) and from (B	 (AuB)). In light of this
proposition, we consider the following denition for the renement distance between
two relations.
Denition 3. Given two relations A and B such that AL \ BL=(A \ B)L, we let the
renement distance between A and B be denoted by A⊗ B and dened by
A⊗ B=A	 (A u B) t B	 (A u B):
Note that by denition AwA u B and BwA u B; hence the renement dierence ex-
pressions are dened. Note also that this formula is a generalization of the denition
of renement dierence, as we check briey below:
A⊗ B
= fDenition 3g
A	 (A u B) t B	 (A u B)
= funder hypothesis AvBg
A	 A t B	 A
= fPropositions 1 and 4g
B	 A.
1 Remember: renement dierence can only be applied whenever the arguments are ordered by the rene-
ment ordering, hence we could not compute (A	 B) and (B	 A).
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Proposition 6. Given two relations A and B that satisfy the consistency condition
A⊗ B=(A t B)	 (A u B):
Proof. By Denition 2 the renement dierence of relations R and Q, when RvQ
is the least-rened relation X such that R t X wQ. This can be characterized by the
following equation:
R t X wQ , X wQ 	 R: (2)
In order to establish our result, we must prove the following lemma (the proposition
stems from this lemma by taking R=A u B).
(A t B)	 R=(A	 R) t (B	 R):
We proceed by successive equivalences:
X w (A t B)	 R
, fby equation 2g
X t RwA t B
, fdenition of joinsg
X t RwA^X t RwB
, fby equation 2g
X wA	 R^X wB	 R
, fdenition of joinsg
X wA	 R t B	 R.
Traditionally, a function  from S  S to real is considered a distance on S if and
only if it satises the following properties:
8s; s0 2 S: (s; s0)>0.
8s; s0 2 S: (s; s0)= (s0; s).
8s; s0 2 S: (s; s0)= 0, s= s0.
8s; s0; s00 2 S: (s; s0) + (s0; s00)>(s; s00).
The following proposition establishes similar properties for the renement distance,
whenever it is dened. 2
Proposition 7. Given relations A; B and C such that AtBtC is dened; the following
properties hold:
(i) A⊗ Bw;.
(ii) A⊗ B=B⊗ A.
2 It is shown in [7] that the join operator is associative.
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(iii) A⊗ B= ; , A=B.
(iv) A⊗ B t B⊗ C wA⊗ C.
Proof. Clause (i) stems readily from the observation that ; is the universal lower
bound of the renement ordering. Clause (ii) can be inferred from the denition of
renement distance, which shows clearly that A and B play equivalent roles, since both
the join and the meet are commutative. Clause (iii) stems from Proposition 4. In order
to prove (iv), we let X be a renement of A⊗ B t B⊗ C.
X wA⊗ B t B⊗ C
, flattice propertyg
X wA⊗ B^X wB⊗ C
, fProposition 6g
X w (A t B)	 (A u B)^X w (B t C)	 (B u C)
, fdenition of renement dierenceg
X t (A u B)w (A t B)^X t (B u C)w (B t C)
) flattice propertyg
X t (A u B)wA^X t (A u B)wB^X t (B u C)wB^X t (B u C)wC
) fordering propertyg
A t X wB^B t X wC ^C t X wB^B t X wA
) flattice propertyg
A t X wB t X ^B t X wC ^C t X wB t X ^B t X wA
) ftransitivityg
A t X wC ^C t X wA
, flattice propertyg
A t X wA^A t X wC ^C t X wA^C t X wC
, flattice propertyg
(A u C) t X wA t C
, fdenition of renement dierenceg
X w (A t C)	 (A u C)
, fproposition 6g
X w (A⊗ C).
This holds for all X that rene A⊗BtB⊗C; hence it holds in particular for X :=A⊗
B t B⊗ C.
Fig. 2 gives a graphic illustration of the renement distance, and shows why this is
a natural denition of functional distance. This gure shows how A⊗B increases as A
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Fig. 2. Renement distance of arbitrary specications.
and B grow apart: indeed, the term (A u B) reects the functional information that A
and B have in common, and A	 (Au B) reects the information of A that B does not
have; likewise, B	 (A u B) reects the information of B that A does not have. Hence
A⊗ B, which is the join (sum) of these two terms, reects the functional information
that discriminates between A and B.
Below is an example that illustrates the denition of renement distance between
arbitrary specications.
Example. We consider the space S = real and we let A and B be the following rela-
tions:
A= f(s; s0) j s < 0g [ f(s; s0) j s= s02g;
B= f(s; s0) j s= s02 ^ s0>0g.
The rst order of business is to determine whether they satisfy the consistency condi-
tion. One can easily check that both AL \ BL and (A \ B)L are equal to
f(s; s0) j s>0g:
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Next, we compute their meet, which we denote by M . We nd
M
= fnotationg
A u B
= fdenitiong
AL \ BL \ (A [ B)
= fAL = Lg
BL \ (A [ B)
= fdistributivity, BL \ B = Bg
BL \ A [ B
= fBL = f(s; s0) j s>0gg
f(s; s0) j s= s02g [ f(s; s0) j s= s02 ^ s0>0g
= fsecond term is a subset of the rstg
f(s; s0) j s= s02g.
Now we compute A	M and B	M . We nd
A	M
= fsubstitution and simplicationg
f(s; s0) j s<0g.
On the other hand,
B	M
= fexample of renement dierence, p. 10g
f(s; s0) j s>0^ (s 6= s02 _ s0>0)g.
The symmetric renement dierence between A and B is computed as follows:
A⊗ B
= fdenitiong
(A	M) t (B	M)
= fsubstitutiong
f(s; s0) j s<0gt f(s; s0) j s>0^ (s 6= s02 _ s0  0)g
= fdisjoint domainsg
f(s; s0) j s<0g[ f(s; s0) j s>0^ (s 6= s02 _ s0>0)g.
This relation captures the information that A has but B does not have, as well as the
information that B has but A does not have.
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5. Renement ratio
The renement distance that we have discussed above reects the amount of func-
tional information that discriminates between two specications. For a given renement
distance, two specications may have much information in common or little informa-
tion in common. Intuitively, we wish to consider that in the rst case they are closer
to each other than in the second case. As an illustration of this denition of distance,
and a justication of its name, consider Fig. 3. If the X -coordinate represents com-
mon information (as reected by the meet of the specications) and the Y -coordinate
represents discriminating information (as reected by the renement distance between
the specications) then we want to consider that specications Q and Q0 are closer to
each other than R and R0, even though they have the same renement distance.
An obvious application of renement ratio arises in software reuse, when one speci-
cation represents a user query and the other specication represents a component that
we are envisaging to modify to satisfy the query. The decision of whether to proceed
with modifying the component to satisfy the query does not depend exclusively on
the renement distance between the two; rather it also depends on how much infor-
mation the component and the query have in common. The modication is all the
more attractive that the meet of the two specications is larger (a larger portion of the
component’s code can be reused to satisfy the query), and that the renement distance
between the two specications is smaller (a smaller portion of the component’s code
must be modied to accommodate the query). Whence the following denition.
Denition 4. Given two relations A and B that satisfy the consistency condition, the
renement ratio between A and B is the relational vector denoted by (A; B) and
dened by
(A; B)=

A⊗ B
A u B

:
In reference to the context where A represents a user query and B represents a
reusable component, A⊗B reects what we stand to spend if we reuse B to satisfy
A, and A u B reects what we stand to save if we reuse B to satisfy A. Before we
Fig. 3. Illustrating renement ratio.
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decide whether it is advantageous to reuse B to satisfy A (as opposed to deriving a
solution to A from scratch), we must take these two considerations into account; this
justies our denition. When a distance is measured by a positive number (as is typical
for distances in general) then it is implicit that the smaller the distance, the closer the
objects whose distance we are measuring. Because our distance is a vector, and because
its entries are partially ordered, we must provide an additional denition to clarify the
property of proximity.
Denition 5. Given specications A, B and A0, B0, we say that the renement ratio
between A and B is shorter than the renement ratio between A0 and B0 if and only if
A⊗BvA0⊗B0 ^A0 uB0vAuB:
To reect this property, we may refer to the rst entry of the renement ratio (A; B)
(which is A⊗B) as the numerator of the renement ratio, and we refer to the second
entry (which is AuB) as the denominator of the renement ratio. We may denote this
property by the notation (A; B)6(A0; B0), even though  is not a numeric-valued
function.
We conclude this section with a simple proposition, which we give without proof
(its proof is a straightforward application of denitions).
Proposition 8. (i) The renement ratio between A and ;; for an arbitrary relation A;
is
(A; ;) =

A
;

:
(ii) The renement ratio between A and A; for an arbitrary relation A; is
(A; ;) =
 ;
A

:
(ii) Given relation A; the relation X that minimizes the renement ratio (A; X ) is
X =A.
Example. We consider the space S = real and we let A and B be the following rela-
tions:
A= f(s; s0) j s<0g[ f(s; s0) j s= s02g;
B= f(s; s0) j s= s02 ^ s0>0g:
In the example of p. 15, we had found that the meet of A and B is
AuB= f(s; s0) j s= s02g:
Further, we had found that the symmetric renement dierence between A and B is
A⊗B= f(s; s0) j s<0g[ f(s; s0) j s>0^ (s 6= s02 _ s0>0)g:
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Whence we nd
(A; B)=
 f(s; s0) j s<0g[ f(s; s0) j s>0^ (s 6= s02 _ s0>0)g
f(s; s0) j s= s02g

:
Also, if we take relation A0 dened by
A0= f(s; s0) j s<0^ s0=−1g[ f(s; s0) j s= s02g;
we nd that A is closer to B than A0, by virtue of the following development:
A0 uB
= fsimilar development to AuBg
f(s; s0) j s= s02g
= fexample p. 15g
AuB.
On the other hand,
A⊗B
= fdevelopments aboveg
f(s; s0) j s<0g [ f(s; s0) j s>0^ (s 6= s02 _ s0>0)g
v fdenition, properties of renementg
f(s; s0) j s<0^ s0=−1g [ f(s; s0) j s>0^ (s 6= s02 _ s0>0)g
= fsimilar developments to A⊗Bg
A0⊗B.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced and discussed operators that reect semantic
(functional) distance between specications. A semantic distance corresponds to the
amount of functional detail that discriminates between specications and depends on
the requirement information that the specications carry. This work is clearly pre-
liminary. Our aim is not (yet) to oer working solutions, but rather to oer a formal
framework in which discussions about distances between specications can be couched.
The idea of distance between specications pervades much of the work on software
retrieval for the purpose of software reuse: the main objective of a retrieval algo-
rithm is, after all, to identify a component that comes closest to matching the user
query. Retrieval algorithms are strongly dependent on the representation of the compo-
nents in the library; they can be divided into four broad families [13]: AI-based algo-
rithms [8, 24, 32]; hypertext-based algorithms [12]; library science=information science
algorithms [27]; and formal specications-based algorithms [31, 34, 25, 22, 35, 36]. AI-
based algorithms analyze the concepts occurring in the query and those that occur in
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candidate components and assess the extent of their analogy. Hypertext-based algo-
rithms use hypertext tools to match component descriptions against user queries. Library
science algorithms assess the distance between a query and a component by the extent
of a match between lists of keywords that characterize each. Formal specication-based
methods match components with queries by comparing their semantic features: whether
the component’s signature matches or subsumes the query’s, whether the component’s
behavior matches the query’s on an input sample, whether the component’s function
matches or subsumes the query’s. Our semantic distance is similar to these in terms of
its emphasis on functional properties, but diers because it produces a gradual measure
rather than a boolean measure (match, no match).
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